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Cherries Restaurant

Autochlor Chlorine 50

Atosa reach in cooler
3door atosa cooler
Warming cabinet

35
41

106

Onions and peppers in hot bath
Raw liquid egg in cooler
Heavy cream in cooler
Bbq chicken in warming cabinet
Lettuce on ice bath
Bbq chicken in warming cabinet

Hot Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Hot Holding
Cold Holding
Hot Holding

145
41
41
128
41
126
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1: No BOH manager or employees knowledgeable in basic food safety during 
operation. Corrective Action: train kitchen manager must be present during 
operation-encourage train kitchen employees or attend food training course.  
6: Observed kitchen employee not wash their hands and change gloves before 
food prep upon entering from outside multiple times.  
8: Hand washing sink covered with lid. Corrective Action: remove and train allow 
access to hand washing sink during operation. 
13: Multiple raw meats such as raw shelled eggs and beef stored on shelves 
above and beside other ready to eat foods such as cheeses and lettuce in atosa 
cooler. Corrective Action: train proper raw food storage.  
19: Cooked bbq beef and chicken in hot bath reading below 135F. Corrective 
Action: reheat and train must maintain hot hold 135F or above. 
19: Outdoor warming cabinet temperature reading 108F with foods bbq chicken 
reading 126F. Must be minimum 135F. Corrective Action: reheat
21: Used heavy cream in atosa cooler best by date 4-14-24. It is 4-17-24. 
Corrective Action: embargo 1lb. 
26: Observed chemical spray bottle with yellow liquid on dish cart not labeled. 
Corrective Action: train label all chemical battles.
37: Observed several boxes of foods such as lemons stored directly on ground in 
outside storage area. 
41: Observed ice scoop stored inside ice machine with handle touching ice. 
53: Observed excessive grease buildup above outdoor grill.
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2: Person in charge knowledgable of food borne illnes symptoms with none reported sick. 
3:  (IN) There are no food workers observed working with specific reportable symptoms or illnesses.
4:  (IN) Employee isn't drinking, eating, or using tobacco in a food preparation area.
5:  (IN) No employees exhibiting persistent coughing, sneezing, runny nose, or watery eyes.
7:  (IN) Employees are observed using suitable utensils or gloves to prevent bare hand (or arm) contact with ready-to-eat 
foods.
9: See source. 
10:  (NO): No food received during inspection.
11:  (IN) All food was in good, sound condition at time of inspection.
12:  (NA) Shell stock not used and parasite destruction not required at this establishment.
14:  (IN) All food contact surfaces of equipment and utensils cleaned and sanitized using approved methods.
15:  (IN) No unsafe, returned or previously served food served.
16: Not observed. 
17:  (NO) No TCS foods reheated during inspection.
18: Not observed. 
20: See temp. 
22:  (NA) No food held under time as a public health control.
23:  (NA) Establishment does not serve animal food that is raw or undercooked.
24:  (NA) A highly susceptible population is not served.
25:  (NA) Establishment does not use any additives or sulfites on the premises.
27:  (NA) Establishment is not required to have a variance or HACCP plan, performs no special processes.
57: Require no smoking signs on entry doors. 
58:

See last page for additional comments.
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Source Type: Water Source: Municipal

Source Type: Food Source: What chefs want

Source Type: Food Source: Restaurant depot

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:
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Tori@cherriesnashville.com

Additional Comments


